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In academic circles, the last decade has witnessed the widespread acceptance of institutions as the primal cause of sustained economic development. Douglass North’s (1990) seminal ideas came home to roost empirical validation and triumphant fruition two decades years later through the findings of Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2001), Rodrik, Subramanian and Trebbi (2004) and, to a lesser extent, others.¹

The core of North’s ideas revolves around formal institutions and the political as well as economic “rules of the game”. But his functionalist take on what constitutes institutions that potentially impinge upon sustained economic growth and development is much broader. It not only acknowledges that social norms, beliefs and informal organizations matter for economic development, but also that formal political institutions could be malleable, with the softer and harder to measure institutional determinants coming to bear on the formal rules of the game.

For the empirical literature that came to dominate the institutionalist debate in the last decade, however, the path to identification and empirical credibility lay in narrowing the definition of institutions such that the latter could be observable and quantifiable. This is, in essence, why institutions in the development eco-
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omics context have come to be synonymous with formal political and economic rules of the game.

These qualifications aside, it seemed that the $64,000 question was finally laid to rest. With the Herculean task of identification ingeniously—albeit somewhat questionably—to tackled, reversals of fortune were now explained; the causal effects of geography, culture, trade, colonialism, imperialism, and slavery were ruled out; the Western-centric prescriptive foundations of policy guidance to the Third World were set.3

Accordingly, the narrative went, Latin American, Middle Eastern, African and Iron-curtain countries were poor because their economic and political elites sustained extractive institutions to bolster and maintain their status. By contrast, the United States, United Kingdom and continental European countries were prosperous because, due to historical serendipities, technological advances or threats of social unrest, the elites eventually came to relinquish their political powers by adopting inclusive institutions.

Institutions ruled big time although there was China, whose path of sustained economic growth since the early-1980s could not, in any shape or form, be attributed to its political institutions. But one observation did not a rebuttal make, and institutionalists were consistent in their dismissal of China in the long run, due to its extractive and elite-friendly institutions.

To top things off, the United States and United Kingdom required no caveats until about five years ago, although the Thatcherite and Reaganite movements left nothing to the imagination since the early-1980s in their successful attempts at redesigning U. S. and U. K. institutions to the benefit of the economic and political elites. To the institutionalists, either all of this was a sideshow having little if anything to bear on stellar and exemplary political institutions that had their checks and balances. Or they were the blueprint of efficient and best-practice institutional evolution in response to rapid globalization, technological change and financial integration.

Nevertheless, the 2008 financial meltdown laid bare the extent to which American, British and to a lesser extent continental European economic, political and legal institutions have evolved in the last three decades to serve the interests of a narrow but powerful elite. The sociopolitical ramifications of this are all too
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well known, with a libertarian-driven, anti-government Tea Party crusade picking up steam on the one hand, and the prominence of income inequality in recent political discourse thanks to the 99-percent movement, on the other. But the role of Western political institutions in generating the 2008 financial crisis and their meager performance in its aftermath have also served to expose the soft underbelly of new institutionalism. More to the point, it exposed the weaknesses of the particular strand within the institutionalist school that has now come to dominate the academic narrative, with its narrower focus on formal, political and economic, extractive versus inclusive institutions.

For one, consider how, in stark contrast to the pre-crisis era, institutionalism proponents now treat the U. S. political landscape with not only alarm, but also cautious optimism. Accordingly, there is cause for concern because the financial meltdown and its aftermath have amply illustrated the tight grip of the financial oligarchs and the wealthy elite on U. S. political and legal institutions.\(^4\) But the 2008 crisis revealed absolutely nothing new in terms of the evolution of U. S. institutions, which had begun their transformation in the 1980s and kept evolving in the 1990s and 2000s in ways that became increasingly exclusive (in income and wealth and by the standards of the 1960s and 1970s). Yet, prior to 2008, the institutionalists weren’t much concerned about the health of U. S. institutions. If anything, and as already mentioned, the U. S. constitutional system and its checks and balances were unabashedly touted as a blueprint for growth-enhancing but dynamic institutions. This is revisionist history put to selective use.

As the next line of defense, institutionalists are now more eager to point out that the United States has been there and done that at least once before, when the restrictive and economically-constraining political system, which produced the Gilded Age of the robber barons, was transformed into a political system with more inclusive and transparent institutions. Thus, the argument goes, U.S. institutions have enough flexibility that their checks and balances could yield self-corrections in the future. Never mind the fact that U. S. political and legal institutions were anything but inclusive until the civil rights movement of the 1960s. Institutionalism proponents ought to be highly mindful of the fact that an excessive reliance on this argument at best weakens and at worst reverses the chain of causation from institutions to economic development. After all, U. S.

\(^4\) Johnson (2010).
industrialization was well underway, if not close to complete, at the turn of the 20th century when the aforementioned institutional revival began to take hold.

The second half of the first decade of the 21st century also began to witness, in Fareed Zakaria’s own terms, the rise of the rest.\(^5\) As we approach the middle of the second decade of this century, BRICs, Turkey, Vietnam are only a subsample of emerging-market economies that have sustained rapid rates of economic growth for longer than a decade. Nonetheless, by the metrics of this school of thought, half of the BRICs are in the institutional doghouse, while Brazil has nothing to write home about. Add to this Turkey, whose institutional merits—or lack thereof—about which some prominent institutionalists ought to know a thing or two, we now have more than a handful of countries that are on a path of rapid economic prosperity, in spite of their rather extractive institutions.

At some level, one could write off these newcomers and late bloomers for not having proved their mettle in the long run. One could also find it acceptable to refer to the historical evolution of the U.S. institutions as an illustration of the resilience of effective institutions and the push back inherent in them thanks to a system of checks and balances.\(^6\) In doing so, however, one ought to be careful to define and categorize institutions *based on function rather than form*. On that basis, one should then illustrate that the evolution of institutions concurrent with and in the aftermath of economic takeoff might affect forms but not functions. The institutionalists are on relatively firm ground with respect to the first (i.e. inclusive or extractive institutions). But they are on much shakier ground regarding the second: American political institutions were anything but inclusive well into the 20th century. Suffrage did not fully become effective until the 19th amendment was passed in 1920, and the Civil Rights Act was signed in 1964.

Moreover, for at least two important reasons, the institutionalist school will continue to have to contend with the post-1980s American political experience and institutional evolution in the foreseeable future.

First, the U.S. political experience in the last three decades and the evolution of its formal institutions, in particular, have validated Mancur Olson’s view that constitutional democracies could very well witness systemic economic declines on
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the back of institutional changes that are adopted to serve special interest groups inimical to sustained growth.

Olson’s key argument in *The Rise and Decline of Nations* (1982) is that institutional entropy and decay is part and parcel of the natural political order. As Rosser (2007) elaborates, according to Olson, “…stable democracies tend to accumulate more and more distributional coalitions whose political power will accumulate, thus gradually impeding the economic growth of the society.” Focusing, in particular, “on the post-World War II performance of Germany and Japan as compared with the United Kingdom, [Olson argued] that the defeat of Germany and Japan in the war had led to the overthrow of the power of narrow special interest groups that impeded growth whereas in the [United Kingdom] such groups reached a peak of power that was responsible for the relatively weak performance of the British economy.”

After riding high in the stagnant 1970s and 1980s, Olson’s views had fallen out of favor in the aftermath of the fall of the Berlin wall and the decade and a half that followed. The latter, of course, being an unprecedented era of robust growth in the Western hemisphere which, based on 20/20 hindsight, was sustained, to some significant extent, first by the dot-com speculations, and then the U. S. real estate bubble. While recent developments in the United States are, at least to some extent, a culmination of the sociopolitical changes that took place in the last three decades, they are by no means proof that constitutional democracies will inevitably fall into disrepair because prosperity produces institutional decay. But they do illustrate that even best-practice constitutional democracies with their systems of checks and balances and inclusive institutions are not immune from regressions in institutional quality. Coupled with the undeniable fact that institutions are endogenous, this fragility raises the specter of Olsonian reverse causality.

Alternatively, the deep-rooted fundamentals of sustained growth could be lying elsewhere, making it all the more conspicuous that the formal political institutionalists typically give short shrift to cultural factors as well as informal and social institutions as alternative drivers of economic development. This is not to deny that the efficacy of political and economic institutions came to bear positively on economic development historically. Legal institutions govern contractual relations and the private use of force, political institutions guide the political decision-making process, and economic institutions govern interactions among
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economic agents. Economic and political developments thus require formal institutions that support impersonal exchange and align the incentives of political decision-makers and the public.

Nevertheless, and as I have already made clear, institutions relevant for economic development are much broader than those that the formal political institutionalists would have us believe. Indeed, the Northian institutionalist school encompasses a very important strand on the roles of beliefs, social norms and informal organizations in development. But, the narrow-minded focus on and the obsession with empirical identification have, to some extent, swept this literature by the wayside. Beyond that, however, there is significant evidence that leadership skills and personalities matter for how property rights and the rules of the game evolve even in strong and well-defined institutional settings.

Social institutions, too, affect the welfare of the individual members of a society. They govern human capital formation, access to productive assets and the provision of social safety nets. Social institutions are crucial because they determine social order. Those who have nothing to live by have nothing to lose by reverting to extralegal means and disrupting the social order. Nevertheless, the role of social institutions in sustained economic growth has largely been unnoticed in the literature, although it is part and parcel of classic institutionalism.

In two papers, Greif, Iyigun and Sasson (2011, 2012), we refine the argument that institutional development is a precursor of sustained economic growth and development in three dimensions. First, we focus on the importance of social institutions in the rise of the modern economy. Specifically, we consider risk-sharing institutions that influence development by raising the returns to entrepreneurial risk-taking through two channels, one of which entails the entrepreneurs’ own economic wellbeing in case of failure and the other which involves maintaining the social peace during times of rapid economic and social change. The importance of social institutions is evident in the transition to the modern economy. On that basis, we argue that the distinct social institutions in China
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and England were important in rendering England, rather than China, the first modern economy.

In Greif and Iyigun (2012, 2013) we empirically document the historical regularities that associate social systems of poor relief with social unrest, entrepreneurial risk-taking and discoveries: First, based on a panel covering 13 countries and the years between 950 through 1900 CE, we show that acts of social unrest and violence adversely affected discoveries internationally. Second, we document that the Old Poor Law, which was enacted in England in 1601, was particularly good at subduing social disorder, thereby encouraging risk-taking and stimulating entrepreneurial discoveries in England. In particular, based on a UK county-level panel on poor relief and social unrest from 1650 to 1830 CE, we find that variations in the amount of poor relief came to bear negatively and statistically significantly on the propensity of social unrest and disorder in England in the runup to and during the Industrial Revolution.

More relevant, however, is our argument that social and cultural factors historically impacted the design of institutions with which they subsequently co-evolved. Social institutions were often chosen by the elite to avoid social upheavals. Their forms and functions, however, were influenced by pre-existing cultural and social factors.

In sum, while recent political and financial developments in the Western hemisphere have put some heat on macroeconomists and financial economists alike for their well-documented failures, institutional economists have, for the most part, remained above the fray. But the evolution of U. S. political, legal and economic institutions in the last three decades as well as the more recent economic performance of a variety of middle-income countries whose institutional qualities are at best dubious have seriously begun to challenge some of the key premises and predictions of new institutionalism which focuses on formal political institutions.

Practitioners of new institutionalism—among the ranks of whom I include myself—would be straining credibility if they say they saw the writing on the wall long ago. In fact, even as late as the summer of 2008, an overwhelming majority would have held the United States up as a model of institutional effectiveness, and prosperity with institutional root causes. If the decay and entropy in U. S. institutions were a recent phenomenon, one could discount all this as an outlier, the likes of which are hard to predict. But, as I have explained above, they weren't. Not by a long shot.
So what next, then? Let me conclude by making three observations on how the new institutionalist discourse needs to evolve in the coming years for it to maintain relevance and credibility.

First, institutionalists of all stripes need to concede that the prospect of Olsonian decay is all too real even in a most institutionally advanced economy. On that basis, they then need to more seriously entertain non-monotonicities between the levels of income and institutional quality and reverse causality running from the levels of income to institutional evolution. History is replete with civilizations that came and fell because their territorial conquests, economic growth or both eventually could not afford the social, economic and political rent seeking involved domestically.

In fact, coupled with the fact that we now have more than just China to discount as a counterexample of a rapidly-advancing economy whose institutions are sorely lacking, the prospect of a more agnostic link between formal institutions and economic development cannot be readily rejected. On that basis, those who champion formal “rules of the game” as a precursor of sustained economic growth need to come around to the view that political, legal and economic institutions are highly malleable even in advanced economies, while sustained economic growth is deep rooted in individual beliefs, social norms and informal cultural organizations.\(^{11}\)

If this sounds like too radical a departure from the conventional consensus on the primacy of Northian views, then, at a minimum, those institutionalists who all along advocated the relevance of the importance of social norms, individual beliefs and informal networks need to regain their voice and reclaim their territory.

Second, and as an extension of the discussion immediately above, the new institutionalists of the “formality and political institutions rule” mold need to concede that reality runs ahead of identification when it comes to the interplay between economic development and formal political institutions. Yes, development economics has been positively transformed in the last decade thanks to a single-minded focus on credible identification. But that has come at the cost of considerably narrowing the research questions involved and focusing primarily on behavioral microeconomic issues. The classic institutionalist ideas are, by defini-

\(^{11}\) There are some recent and important contributions in the empirical macro development literature that take these primal causal factors more seriously. See, for instance, Fernandez (2008, 2011), Nunn (2008), Nunn and Wantchekon (2011) and Nunn and Puga (2012).
tion, big-picture arguments part of which entails emphasis on difficult to quantify and measure determinants, such as beliefs, norms and culture. Narrowing institutionalist arguments down to formal political institutions may be good identification strategy.\textsuperscript{12} However, it not only does significant disservice to the literature in general, but also is bound to crumble under the weight of accumulating empirical evidence in the mold of Olson and the rise of the rest.

Finally, and in light of all this, institutionalists need to refrain themselves from active policy advice. Economists don’t pay enough homage to the fact that context and history matter.\textsuperscript{13} There is still a lot we do not know about when it comes to why countries eventually set on a path of sustained economic growth and progress. Trumpeting western, Anglo-Saxon centric formal political institutions as the only recipe for economic prosperity might find sympathetic ears and eager media markets in the Western hemisphere, but it runs in the face of historical facts and accumulating contemporary evidence.

\textsuperscript{12} Then, again, maybe not. This literature has long been susceptible to the criticism that it had never properly identified any aspects of the \textit{formal} institutional environment as the key to long-term development. Glaeser et al. (2006) make this point forcefully, arguing that Acemoglu et al. (2001, 2002) never properly identified the actual formal elements of political institutions. They, then demonstrate that \textit{de jure institutions} do not have any strong predictable effects on growth.

\textsuperscript{13} Dani Rodrik and some coauthors are among the very few in our profession who have emphasized this for over a decade now. See, for example, Hausmann and Rodrik (2003) and Hausmann, Rodrik, Velasco (2008).
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